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			I was quite frustrated with handling complex numbers. After using this software, I am quite comfortable with it. Complex numbers are no more 'COMPLEX' to me.

			Mary Brown, ND
		

			
			To watch my daughter, who just two years ago was so frustrated by algebra, accepting the highest honors in her entire school for her Outstanding Academic Achievement in Mathematics, was no doubt one of the proudest moments of my life. Thank you, Algebra Helper!

			Tommie Fjelstad, NE
		

			
			The Algebra Helper is the greatest software ever!

			Jason Padrew, TX
		

			
			Looking for support with your Algebra course, then the Algebra Helper is your solution.  This software explains all the steps to the problems you enter.

			Julieta Cuellar, PN
		

			
			I like the ability to show all, some, or none of the steps. Sometimes I need to cross reference my work, and other times I just need to check the solution. I also like how an explanation can be shown for each step. That helps learn the functions of each different method for solving.

			D.D., Arizona
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									Attention: We are

									currently running a special promotional offer

									for Algebra-Answer.com visitors -- if you order

									Algebra Helper by midnight of 
									
									
										April 3rd									 								

									you will pay only $39.99

									instead of our regular price of $74.99 -- this is $35 in

									savings ! In order to take advantage of this

									offer, you need to order by clicking on one of

									the buttons on the left, not through our regular

									order page.
								

								
								
									If you order now you will also receive 30 minute live session from tutor.com for a 1$!

								
								


							





				You Will Learn Algebra Better - Guaranteed! 

				
				Just take a look how incredibly simple Algebra Helper is:

				
				Step 1
					: Enter your homework problem in an easy WYSIWYG (What you see is what you get) algebra editor:
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				Step 2 :
					Let Algebra Helper solve it:
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				Step 3 : Ask for an explanation for the steps you don't understand: 
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Algebra Helper  can solve problems in all the following areas:



		simplification of algebraic expressions (operations 

		with polynomials (simplifying, degree, synthetic division...), exponential expressions, fractions and roots 

		(radicals), absolute values) 
	factoring and expanding expressions
	finding LCM and GCF  
	 

			(simplifying, rationalizing complex denominators...)
	 solving linear, quadratic and many other equations 

			and inequalities 

			(including basic logarithmic and exponential equations)
	 solving a system of two and three linear equations 

			(including Cramer's rule)
	 graphing curves (lines, parabolas, hyperbolas, circles, 

		ellipses, equation and inequality solutions) 
	graphing general functions
	operations with functions (composition, inverse, range, domain...)
	simplifying logarithms
	basic geometry and trigonometry 

			(similarity, calculating trig functions, right triangle...)
	arithmetic and other pre-algebra topics 

			(ratios, proportions, measurements...)
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											really helped me with my homework.  I was 
											stuck on some problems and your software walked me 
											step by step through the process..." 
	C. Sievert, KY 
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